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Step Rate Test (SRT) Procedure (from State of Texas Rail Road Commission):

Goal: Must demonstrate that formation fracturing will not occur at the proposed injection pressure.

Method: A Step Rate Test (SRT) must be used to demonstrate.

Requirements: Must measure both surface and bottom hole pressure (BHP).

The test well should be shut in long enough so that the bottom-hole pressure is near the shut-in formation pressure (No less than 48 hours.).

The well may need to be backflowed if the shut-in pressure is above the expected fracture pressure of 0.5 psi/ft. of depth.

Suggested rates for the test are 5, 10, 20, 40, 60, 80, and 100% of the proposed maximum daily injection volume and corresponding pressures.

The first rate should be the formation matrix rate (the rate at which the formation begins to accept fluid).

At least two rates must be below the expected fracture pressure of 0.5 psi/ft. of depth.

Each rate must be allowed to stabilize before proceeding to the next higher rate. (60 min for formation permeability < 10 millidarcies, and 30 min for formation permeability > 10 millidarcies.)

EACH STEP SHOULD LAST EXACTLY AS LONG AS THE PRECEDING STEP, ie, all steps should be of the same duration.

Once the fracture pressure is reached, continuing the test by stepping downward will refine the fracture pressure and provide quality control for the test.

Step Rate Test Equipment and Presentation Requirements:

(1) Pump truck or transport with a pump which is capable of delivering the full range of injection rates anticipated for the test. For example, 100 BPD to 2500 BPD. Further, the pump must be able to pump smoothly and reliably. Note that a 10 step test may last for several hours.
(2) Sufficient water source. Make sure that there is enough water available for the total test. Several hundred barrels may be require. It may be necessary to set a temporary test or frac tank(s) and fill it prior to the test.

(3) Flow measurement and recording. A flow meter or set of meters must be available to measure and record all the rates anticipated. For example, one meter may range from 50 – 500 BPD, and the second meter range from 500 – 5000 BPD. Most individual turbine meters are not able to measure the entire range of a step rate test, so it usually requires two or more meters and the ability to readily switch between the meters.

(4) Sample interval. Data should be acquired at least every 5 – 10 seconds. A moving average should be applied to smooth out data irregularities.

(5) Pressure measurement and recording. Surface and down-hole pressures should both be acquired. While surface pressure alone, corrected for static pressure and friction losses, can theoretically be used, practical experience shows that bottom-hole pressure is normally required to accurately determine the FFP (Formation Parting Pressure.) The corresponding surface pressure can then be used to stay below the FFP.

(6) Presentation. All data, including the surface pressure, down-hole pressure, and injection rate should be recorded and presented in an actual data versus time formatted graph. The resulting step rate pressure chart showing rate and pressure with linear regression of down-hole pressure vs. rate showing the intersection (FFP) should also be shown.